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Abstract. The PDF format plays a crucial role in the field of electronic academic literature publishing, but due to its complicated technical rules, PDF cannot be directly read by machines, which has caused a lot of inconvenience to the research work on academic literature. This poster proposes a computer vision-based PDF document structure understanding method. This method maps visual objects and text objects in PDF academic papers and obtains geometric and text attributes of content objects, supplemented by a heuristic algorithm. The algorithm performs type classification on the content object to obtain the physical structure and logical structure of the PDF document. This method overcomes the shortcomings of other PDF analysis methods that require a large number of artificial feature construction or large-scale corpus training, difficult to identify formula tables, and successfully constructs a structure understanding and full-text extraction of ACM's collections.
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1	Introduction
In academic research, PDF is the dominant format for the preservation and dissemination of scholarly literature. However, the designing of PDF format mainly focuses on its rendering results, the logical structure or semantic structure between the contents of the PDF document cannot be directly obtained. As a result, the PDF format cannot be directly read by the machine, and it is necessary to undergo a complicated converting process to obtain document content, and the accuracy is often difficult to be guaranteed, and the loss of material and disorder often occurs. Especially, the formulas, tables and other content in academic papers, are usually great valued contents for scholars' research literature, but most existing general PDF converting and analysis tools will not distinguish them, but treated them as ordinary words. It has a negative impact on the work of research scholars.
Therefore, this poster proposes a novel computer vision-based method and tries to address the following two research questions:
1.	How to divide an academic pdf file into content objects sequence in both file parsing perspective and computer vision perspective?
2.	How to classify each content object into the proper physical and logical structure of an academic pdf paper?
2	Related works
Currently, there are three major kind approaches for PDF parsing and analysis. The earliest one, targeting at document image, locates the location of different types of structures from a page image[1] using top-down algorithm[2], bottom-up algorithm[3], and hybrid algorithm[4], which requires a large number of artificial feature construction. The second approach applies general tools to convert PDF file into other machine-readable formats such as XML and HTML, and then parse the converted format with certain rules[5]. However, this kind of method failed to recognize figure, table and formula objects. The third method employs machine learning algorithms[6] to train content objects detector which requires large-scale PDF document corpus.
3	 Method
3.1	The workflow
Our computer vision-based workflow is as follows: 
1.	Splitting a PDF file into the pages, then render each page separately into a picture, 
2.	Using computer vision method to identify the content block in each picture, and get the unclassified physical structure in image form, 
3.	Parsing the data stream of the PDF file, mapping the content block obtained in the previous step and the data stream according to the overlapping relationship of the coordinates, and getting the content block object, which contains the image and content information of the physical structure, 
4.	using heuristic algorithms to determine content objects’ physical structure types (text, title, picture, table, formula) and logical structure types (title, author, paragraph, etc.), 
5.	output according to the reading order. 
3.2	Computer vision algorithm
Academic papers generally have a simple background (pure white background), and regular layout (usually a rectangular content box), it is very suitable to use the cv method to extract the content. Therefore, the second step mentioned in section 3.1 uses the OpenCV computer vision library to locate the content block of the PDF rendered image. The specific procedure is as follow: 1)converting the picture into a black and white mode, 2)converting the picture into a binary image, 3)performing dilation and erosion so that the reduce the edge of the contents become sharper, 4)retrieves contours from the binary image which is specified as the outer edge of all graphics, including line segments, curves, angles, etc., 5)draws contours outlines which are supposed to be rectangles, the objects within the outlines are the input of the following classification function, An example of step 4 and 5 is presented in Figure 1:

Fig. 1. An example of contours detection and object detection in PDF academic literature 
3.3	Content objects classification algorithm
A heuristic algorithm is adopted in this content objects classification function, content objects that do not contain any textual information can naturally be classified into images. A content object containing a large number of line segments and numbers is recognized as a table. A content object with a proportion higher than threshold value of symbols is recognized as a formula. The font size of the title is often larger than the text. Therefore, after the distribution of the font size of the full text is counted, the main font size is the text content, which is larger than the title content of the font size. In the title object, matching the keywords such as Abstract and Reference can locate the position of the title such as the abstract and reference. The algorithm can classify physical and logical objects accurately in a more straightforward way.
4	Experiment
In order to prove that the method is practical and feasible, 100 papers were randomly selected from ACM paper collections from 1981 to 2012. After deploying the structure understanding method in this poster to identify the physical structure and logical structure in the document, the content objects are sequentially output in the reading order, and the corresponding Markdown file is generated to be manually checked by a master student. 
The corresponding evaluation metrics include detection accuracy rate of title, text, figure, and formula. The calculation method of each accuracy rate is the number of correctly detected types of documents divided by the total number of documents, among which the definition of correct detection is to include and only contain the corresponding complete object content. The following Table 1 gives the result of an experiment on ACM paper collections:




The result indicated that the proposed method in this poster achieved a high object classification rate at such scale of pdf academic papers, in the meantime, this method is simpler compared to current approaches. 
5	Conclusion
Aiming at the shortcomings of the current mainstream methods of document understanding, a new method of PDF document structure understanding based on a computer vision algorithm is proposed. This method does not need complex artificial feature construction or large-scale corpus training, and achieves high accuracy with less computation cost. The method proposed in this poster is helpful to corpus construction and  training data generation for machine learning application. However, this method has some shortcomings to be improved, such as the recognition accuracy of object detection and the heuristic classification algorithm have room for improvement and optimization, which is the direction of my future research.
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